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Experimental evidences and theoretical analyses have amply suggested that in cancer genesis and
progression genetic information is very important but not the whole. Nevertheless, “cancer as a disease of
the genome” is still currently the dominant doctrine. With such a background and based on the
fundamental properties of biological systems, a new endogenous molecular-cellular network theory for
cancer was recently proposed by us. Similar proposals were also made by others. The new theory
attempts to incorporate both genetic and environmental effects into one single framework, with the
possibility to give a quantitative and dynamical description. It is asserted that the complex regulatory
machinery behind biological processes may be modeled by a nonlinear stochastic dynamical system
similar to a noise perturbed Morse-Smale system. Both qualitative and quantitative descriptions may be
obtained. The dynamical variables are specified by a set of endogenous molecular-cellular agents and the
structure of the dynamical system by the interactions among those biological agents. Here we review this
theory from a pedagogical angle which emphasizes the role of modularization, hierarchy and autonomous
regulation. We discuss how the core set of assumptions is exemplified in detail in one of the simple,
important and well studied model organisms, Phage lambda. With this concrete and quantitative example
in hand, we show that the application of the hypothesized theory in human cancer, such as hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC), is plausible, and that it may provide a set of new insights on understanding cancer
genesis and progression, and on strategies for cancer prevention, cure, and care.

CHALLENGES TO UNDERSTAND CANCER

GENESIS AND PROGRESSION

Cancer, a popular generic term for malignant neoplasms,
has been defined as an abnormal mass of tissue the growth
of which exceeds and is uncoordinated with that of the
normal tissues and persists in the same excessive manner
even after the cessation of the stimuli which evoked the
change, and the new growth has virulent or adverse
properties in the body [1]. Its exact nature is still not well
understood. Numerous theories and hypotheses on cancer

genesis and progression have been proposed during the
long discourse on this disease and the attempts to cure it.
In ancient times, physicians had blamed cancers on the
gods [2]. From the Renaissance to the 19th century,
scientific hypotheses about cancer had started to be
formed, such as cancer as chronic irritation disease,
trauma disease, and infectious disease and so on. These
theories and hypothesizes are obviously subjected to their
limited understanding of cancer at that time, and evidently
not suitable hypotheses for today’s perspective. Never-
theless, those efforts are helpful to develop better
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understanding of cancer by changing the paradigm in
cancer research [3,4].
During the 20th century as the understanding of DNA

and genes increased tremendously cancer has been
hypothesized as a genetic disease, which is persistent to
these days. This genetically centric hypothesis suggested
that the genesis and progression of cancer is caused by
genetic alterations, carcinogenic factors caused cancer by
their damages to normal genome [5,6]. Since then, cancer
research has focused on genetic and genomic aspects,
such as gene sequencing [7], oncogenes [8], suppressor
genes [9].
On the other hand, mountains of experimental evidence

and theoretical analyses have suggested that genome is
not the whole story on cancer genesis and progression.
From experimental side, evidences show that some other
factors such as microenvironment and inflammation
cannot be ignored. One pronounced instance is the seed
and soil hypothesis: In 1889, the English surgeon,
Stephen Pagt, concluded his analyses of cancer histories
borrowing a plant analogy. It states that when a plant goes
to seeding, its seeds are carried in all directions; but they
can only live and grow if they fall on congenial soil [10].
The seed in the modern usage has been reinterpreted as
progenitor cell, cancer stem cell, or metastatic cell, and
the soil as host factors, stoma, or the organ microenviron-
ment [10,11]. The experimental evidence suggested that
organ microenvironment cannot be ignored in cancer
genesis and progression. Another more directly evidence
is the study of the precursor of esophageal adenocarci-
noma. By tracking its source of precursor, recent findings
suggest that certain precancerous lesions, such as
Barrett’s, initiate not from genetic alterations but from
competitive interactions among cell lineages driven by
opportunity [12]. Based on this kind of phenomena as
well as others one may readily concludes that besides
genome other factors such as congenial soil (microenvir-
onment) and inflammation also play key roles in cancer
genesis and progression which cannot be ignored.
From both clinic and theoretical sides, evidences also

suggest that the genetic and genomic information are
important but not enough. Biological systems are
characterized by the stochastic dynamical phenomena
and concepts such as adaptation [13,14], robustness
[15,16], phenotype switch [17,18]. In tumors such
concepts correspond to well-documented drug resistance
[19], tremendously difficult for cancer regression [20] and
genesis and progression to tumor from normal tissue
respectively. The phenomena and concepts arise from the
complex regulatory machinery, the building blocks of the
regulatory machinery including genetic switch, feedback
loops [21], double-edge effect [22,23], et al. A desirable
way to make the biological system’s phenomenon and
concepts clear is to understand and manipulate the

regulatory machinery quantitatively, it is also one of the
biggest challenges for contemporary biology [24–28]. It is
clear that we cannot achieve this goal just by using genetic
information. Consensus starts to form that complete
information of the DNA sequence of an organism will not
enable us to reconstruct the regulatory machinery
quantitatively because of the many gaps between
genotype and phenotype. This is similar to the known
situation that a complete list of English words cannot
enable us to reconstruct a play by Shakespeare. Those
examples clearly indicate that the genomic information is
important but not enough. We need to reveal the
regulatory machinery behind a biological phenomenon
quantitatively, which would be of great importance for
our understanding and manipulating biological phenom-
enon, such as cancer genesis and progression.
To meet this challenge, based on the current under-

standing of biological systems, the endogenous molecu-
lar-cellular network hypothesis for cancer genesis and
progression has been proposed [3]. It is further shown that
a set of stochastic differential equations for the endogen-
ous network may be set up [29]. Such hypothesized
theory allows us to grasp and manipulate the general
regulatory machinery of cancer genesis and progression
quantitatively and at the same time gives ways to
incorporate both genetic and environmental factors into
consideration. Based on this hypothesis a different set of
strategies for cancer prevention, cure, and care, may be
suggested.
In the following sections key aspects of the hypothe-

sized theory will be reviewed and elaborated. In section
FORMING ENDOGENOUS MOLECULAR-CELLULAR
NETWORK HYPOTHESIS we will discuss the basic
elements in the hypothesis and the essential requirements.
In section LEARNING FROM PHAGE LAMBDA
GENETIC SWITCH Phage lambda genetic switch, one
of the most simple, well-studied, and important systems,
is used to understand the hypothesis. We demonstrate that
the endogenous molecular-cellular network of Phage
lambda genetic switch quantitatively describes Phage
lambda’s two modes of life cycle. In sectionMOVINGUP
IN COMPLEXITY: HEPATOCELLULAR CARCINOMA
we go further to take hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) as
an example. We use the endogenous molecular-cellular
network hypothesis to quantify and understand the
genesis and progression of cancer, which provides
another perspective to find strategies for cancer preven-
tion, cure, and care. The similarities and differences
among similar proposals, along with a few dominant
cancer theories, are discussed in section RAMIFYING
THE ENDOGENOUS NETWORK THEORY. We con-
clude in section PERSPECTIVE that the endogenous
network theory may provide the best candidate theory to
understand cancer genesis and progression.
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FORMING ENDOGENOUS MOLECULAR-

CELLULAR NETWORK HYPOTHESIS

In this section we discuss what would be needed for the
endogenous molecular-cellular network hypothesis on
cancer genesis and progression. Three important aspects
of this hypothesis will be examined in detail.
The hypothesis can be stated as the following. In order

to maintain the normal physiological function and
developmental process for tissue specific function shaped
by evolution, a minimal set of fundamental functional
modules or pathways, for example the cell cycle, cell
death, inflammation, metabolism, cell adhesion, angio-
genesis, are needed. Each module can accomplish a
relatively autonomous function, and cross-talks between
modules allow one function to influence another. At
molecular-cellular level, it is hypothesized that the
functional modules are deeply hierarchical and may be
specified by important molecular and cellular agents, such
as oncogenes, suppressor genes, and related growth
factors, hormones, cytokines, etc. The interactions
among these agents form an autonomous, nonlinear,
stochastic, and collective dynamical network. We have
tentatively named it as the endogenous molecular-cellular
network. The endogenous network may generate many
locally stable states with obvious or non-obvious
biological function. Normal state and cancer state are
assumed to be stable states of the endogenous molecular-
cellular network. The endogenous network may stay in
each stable state for a considerably long time, and in
certain condition, stable states can switch between each
other. In this hypothesis, the genesis and progression of
cancer can be regarded as transition of the endogenous
molecular-cellular network from normal stable state to
cancer state [3].
With this hypothesis, biological systems will be greatly

simplified, and make it feasible for us to grasp and
manipulate the general regulatory machinery of cancer
genesis and progression quantitatively. We now discuss
the three basic tenets of this hypothesis, modularization,
deep hierarchy and autonomous regulation, one by one.
1. Modularization: Biological system is built by modu-

les and cross-talk between modules, each module can
accomplish a relatively autonomous function, and
cross-talks between modules allow one function to
influence another.

A functional module is, by definition, a discrete entity
whose function is separable from those of other modules
[21]. The first evidence in support of this assumption is
that functional modules are transplantable and conserved
in different organisms. For example, the cell cycle module
is conserved in different organisms, much of what we
know about cell cycle can be traced back to basic studies
in yeast cells [30,31], cell-specific functional modules can

be transplanted into different type of cells by several
transcription factors [32,33]. These evidences directly
indicated that many biological functions are relatively
autonomous; the separated functional modules can
accomplish its own function and of course the modules
cross-talk with each other.
Another evidence is the theoretical models based on

functional modules verifying their predictions match
reality, such as cell cycle [15,34], apoptosis [35]. The
quantitative model, by theoretical predications and
experimental validation, is the best way to test our
understanding of biological systems. The match of
predications and reality suggest that we can adopt the
concepts of autonomous functional modules.
Therefore, we argue here that biological system is built

by modules and cross-talk between modules. Each
module can accomplish a relatively autonomous function,
and cross-talks between modules allow one function to
influence another.
2. Deep hierarchy: There are regulators that serve as

decision-marking in modules to determine module’s
fate, then the regulators triggering the expression of
a whole battery of downstream genes related to the
decided fate. Modules and cross-talk between
modules can be simplified and specified by interac-
tions of important proteins, and the general
principles will allow us to grasp and manipulate the
modules.

Multiple experimental evidences suggest the existence
of key regulators. For example two regulatory protein CI
and Cro regulate Phage lambda genetic switch [36], key
regulators regulate developmental process of sea urchin
[37], and four transcriptional factors induce human
fibroblasts to pluripotent stem (iPS) cells [32].
Module components include genes (DNA), mRNA,

microRNA, proteins, small molecules, etc. Among all the
components proteins play special roles in biological
system, because they are the main biological function
executor, they can regulate gene expression, and they are
key regulators in signaling transduction. It is clear that
functions cannot be understood by studying the single
proteins [27,38]. Important functions arise from the
regulatory machinery. General modules and cross-talk
between modules can be specified by proteins and their
interactions in modeling [39].
3. Autonomous network and intrinsic stable states: The

regulatory proteins and their interactions form a
closed and decision-making network which is
responsible for the biological stable states. We named
the closed network as endogenous molecular-cellular
network. Endogenous molecular-cellular network is
shaped by evolution, and normal tissue and tumor
can be regarded as intrinsic stable states.

There is a paradox in biological systems [39]: If
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mRNAs are required to synthesize proteins and proteins
are required, in turn, to regulate the expression of
mRNAs, then what’s the cause-and-effect relationship
of the interdependent components? The paradox can be
interpreted as the interdependent components of biologi-
cal systems forming a closed network. Mathematically,
the closed network forms a nonlinear autonomous
dynamical system implying many locally stable states
[40,41].
We further assume that the backbone and essential

structure of the endogenous molecular-cellular network,
in other words the regulatory machinery, is conserved,
because it has been shaped by millions, or even billions,
years of evolution. During the lifetime of an organism,
there is a little chance of any major modification of the
essential structure of the endogenous network for a viable
cell [42]. And multiple evidences suggest that cancer is
similar to many normal physiological processes such as
wound healing, developmental process, and cancer is
often related to un-healing wound [43], inflammation and
aberrant development [44]. Based on the evidence we
reason that cancer may be an intrinsic stable state in
organisms shaped by evolution, cancer state is one of the
stable states of endogenous molecular-cellular network.
We proposed the endogenous molecular-cellular network
hypothesis, in fact, the hypothesis suits all organisms. We
will discuss how this hypothesis is exemplified in Phage
lambda and how this hypothesis is used in human cancer
in the following parts.

LEARNING FROM PHAGE LAMBDA GENETIC

SWITCH

Before applying the endogenous molecular-cellular
hypothesis to human cancer we analyze it against one of
the most simple and important biological systems: Phage
lambda. The hierarchy, modularity, and autonomous
regulation are revealed clearly and quantitatively.

Life cycle of Phage lambda

Phage lambda played important roles in our under-
standing of molecular biology. As one of the simplest
living organisms Phage lambda was discovered by Esther
Lederberg in 1950 [45]. Since then Phage lambda has
been used heavily as a model organism, and has been a
rich source in microbial genetics, and later in molecular
genetics in the mid-20th century. Phage lambda have
made great contribution to molecular biology, many terms
in molecular biology we use today are defined in the
course of studying phage, such as gene regulatory protein,
genetic switch [39]. Because of Phage lambda’s great
contribution, it has been arguably regarded as the origin of
molecular biology [46]. Phage lambda is still one of the
best model organisms to help us understand biological

concepts, precision biological quantification [17]. More
important, because of evolution this type of simple
organism can be viewed as a prototype for similar, but
more complex higher eukaryote.
We focus on Phage lambda’s genetic switch module

here. Phage lambda as a functional organism is a virus
particle including a head, a tail, and tail fibers. The head
contains the Phage’s double-stranded circular DNA
genome. The phage particle recognizes and binds to its
host, E. coli, causing DNA in the head of the phage to be
injected into the cytoplasm of the bacterial cell. There are
two possible fates of the E. coli after the injection of
phage DNA (Figure 1A). One is lysis. The lambda DNA
is replicated many times and the genes for head, tail and
lytic proteins are expressed. This leads to assembly of
multiple new phage particles releasing the E. coli contents
into the environment. The other is lysogeny. The phage
DNA may integrate itself into the host cell chromosome
and stays resident within the host’s genome without
apparent harm to the host. In certain conditions, such as
changed temperature or DNA, an integrated virus can
switch from lysogeny to lysis. In the absence of such
interference; however, the phage can maintain their state
robustness [47].
As almost all parts of Phage lambda have been known

during past 60 years (Figure 1B), we may systematically
describe the precise mechanisms of Phage lambda’s two
stable states, lysis and lysogeny, and the switch from
lysogeny to lysis at the molecular level. As one of the
simplest living organisms, Phage genome is about 49k
base pairs, encoding about 40 genes. The regulatory
mechanisms and functions of these genes are well
documented, and the knowledge lays a solid foundation
for us to construct a detailed endogenous molecular-
cellular network of Phage lambda [47].

Endogenous molecular-cellular network of Phage
lambda

When we focus on the maintenance of lytic and lysogeny
states and switch between the states, we have found that
many factors (Figure 1B), such as nutrition, temperature,
DNA damage, et al., can affect genetic switch by affecting
regulatory mechanisms. The building block of regulatory
mechanisms in Phage lambda is gene regulation. In gene
transcription, RNA polymerase slides into a region on the
DNA double helix called a promoter, the RNA poly-
merase moves stepwise along the DNA, indicating the
starting point for RNA synthesis. Gene regulatory
proteins can increase or decrease gene transcription
dramatically by binding to a nearby site on the DNA
and contact the RNA polymerase initiating transcription.
We take right operator OR as an example, which is

composed of three regions designated OR1, OR2 and OR3.
The promoter PR completely overlaps OR1 and partially
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Figure 1. Life cycle, whole genome, regulatory network of Phage lambda. (A) After infection, there are two possible fates of

the Phage lambda, one is lysis, Phage lambda replicating and releasing the E. coli. The other is lysogeny, the phage DNA integrated
into the host cell chromosome. Phage lambda can switch from lysogeny to lysis under the influence of temperature, nutrients, and
mutated genes. (B) Whole genome of Phage lambda containing a total of about 40 genes, signaling transduction pathways and

gene regulatory network of Phage lambda. (C) configrations of right operator OR at lysogeny state and lysis state. (D) Endogenous
molecular-cellular network of Phage lambda, the core network.
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overlaps OR2. RNA polymerase enzymes that bind to the
promoter PR initiate transcription of gene Cro. Similarly,
the promoter PRM completely overlaps OR3 and partially
overlaps OR2. RNA polymerase enzymes bound to the
promoter PRM initiate transcription of the CI gene. Dimers
of CI product (denoted CI2) can bind to OR1, OR2

preferentially, decrease the transcription of Cro. Con-
versely, dimers of Cro product (denoted Cro2) bind to OR3

with the highest affinity, decrease the transcription of CI,
CI2 and Cro2 were defined as gene regulatory proteins,
because they can dramatically increase or decrease other
genes. We summarized the regulation in Phage lambda in
(Figure 1B), this regulatory network can help us under-
stand phage developmental process, the maintenance of
lytic and lysogeny states and switch between the states.
Experimental evidence suggests that Phage lambda

genetic switch module is deeply hierarchical. CI and Cro
play key roles in determining the heritable states of Phage
lambda (Figure 1C). In lysogeny state, CI occupies the
operator, blocking the synthesis of Cro and also activating
its own synthesis. Expression of a critical gene regulatory
protein, such as CI and Cro, can trigger the expression of a
whole battery of downstream genes. In lytic state, the
protein Cro occupies a different site in the operator,
blocking the synthesis of CI but allowing synthesis itself.
In the lysogeny state most of the DNA of the stably
integrated bacteriophage is not transcribed; in the lytic
state, this DNA is extensively transcribed, replicated,
packaged into new bacteriophage, and released by host
cell lysis [47].
The heart of this autonomous regulatory machinery are

two gene regulatory proteins, CI and Cro, repressing the
expression of each other (Figure 1D), and this form the
endogenous molecular-cellular network for Phage lambda
genetic switch, an arrangement that gives rise to just two
heritable stable states. We assume this simplified version
of the regulatory system can determine the fate of Phage
lambda in the E. coli host cell, and we will verify this
assumption by comparing quantitative predications and
experimental data.

Quantification of endogenous network of Phage lambda

The above simplification and interpretation of Phage
lambda’s two stable states and genetic switch is just
descriptive. To test our biological understanding and
provide precision quantitative understanding in defining
the concepts and mechanisms, the best way is to give a
mathematical formulation of these processes [16,48].
The modeling of Phage lambda gene regulation is

based on one elegant physical-chemical model [48]. With
the biological constraints, there are 40 possible config-
urations of the combination of CI, Cro and RNAp bound
at the right operator. The probability of each configuration

may be determined by equilibrium statistical thermo-
dynamic. And the transcription rate of CI and Cro at each
configuration can be measured by in vitro or in vivo
experiment.
For each of the 40 states, its probability is a function of

states’ free energy, concentrations of CI, Cro and RNAp

according to principles of statistical thermodynamics. The
probability in configuration s may be written as

PðsÞ=Z – 1[CI]iðsÞ[Cro]jðsÞ[RNAp]
kðsÞexp –

ΔGðsÞ
RT

� �
,

(1)

where Z=
X

s
[CI]iðsÞ[Cro]jðsÞ[RNAp]

kðsÞexp –
ΔGðsÞ
RT

� �
,

ΔGðsÞ is the Gibbs free energy of the s configuration, the
determination of the energies form a major cornerstone of
the model, R is the gas constant and T the absolute
temperature, [CI], [Cro] and [RNAp] are the concentra-
tions of unbound CI dimer, Cro dimer and RNAp

molecules, indices iðsÞ, jðsÞ and kðsÞ indicate the number
of protein bound to an operator in the s configuration, and
have the value (0,1,2,3). Table 1 gives the 40 configura-
tions corresponding to right operator.
According to the probability distribution of each

configuration, and corresponding transcription rate and
degradation rate of CI mRNA and Cro mRNA, the
dynamical change of CI mRNA and Cro mRNA number
with respect to time can be written as

dCIðtÞ
dt

=
X
s

kCIðsÞPðsÞ –
CIðtÞ
τCI

, (2)

dCroðtÞ
dt

=
X
s

kCroðsÞPðsÞ –
CroðtÞ
τCro

: (3)

Stochasticity is ubiquitous in biological systems, for the
present modeling the fluctuation in the number is an order
of N1=2, if the numbers of CI and Cro were macro-
scopically large then deterministic model would be an
entirely accurate description of the dynamics, the
numbers are however only in the range of hundreds.
Hence the fluctuation is not negligible. Therefore, we
consider two independent standard Gaussian and white
noise sources:

dCIðtÞ
dt

=
X
s

kCIðsÞPðsÞ –
CIðtÞ
τCI

þ �CIðtÞ, (4)

dCroðtÞ
dt

=
X
s

kCroðsÞPðsÞ –
CroðtÞ
τCro

þ �CroðtÞ: (5)

We further assume:
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�CIðtÞ�CIðt#Þh i=2DCIδðt – t#Þ, (6)

�CroðtÞ�Croðt#Þh i=2DCroδðt – t#Þ, (7)

�CIðtÞ�Croðt#Þh i=0: (8)

Here
dCIðtÞ
dt

and
dCroðtÞ

dt
mean the rate CI and Cro

QB

Table 1. The 40 configurations corresponding to right operatora).

State PRM OR1 OR2 OR3 PR iðsÞ jðsÞ kðsÞ
1 0 0 0

2 R2 1 0 0

3 R2 1 0 0

4 R2 1 0 0

5 R2 R2 2 0 0

6 R2 R2 2 0 0

7 R2 R2 2 0 0

8 R2 R2 R2 3 0 0

9 C2 0 1 0

10 C2 0 1 0

11 C2 0 1 0

12 C2 C2 0 2 0

13 C2 C2 0 2 0

14 C2 C2 0 2 0

15 C2 C2 C2 0 3 0

16 C2 R2 1 1 0

17 C2 R2 1 1 0

18 C2 C2 R2 1 2 0

19 C2 R2 1 1 0

20 R2 C2 1 1 0

21 C2 R2 C2 1 2 0

22 R2 C2 1 1 0

23 R2 C2 1 1 0

24 R2 C2 C2 1 2 0

25 C2 R2 R2 2 1 0

26 R2 R2 C2 2 1 0

27 R2 C2 R2 2 1 0

28 RNAp 0 0 1

29 R2 RNAp 1 0 1

30 C2 RNAp 0 1 1

31 RNAp R2 1 0 1

32 RNAp R2 R2 2 0 1

33 RNAp R2 C2 1 1 1

34 RNAp 0 0 1

35 RNAp R2 1 0 1

36 RNAp C2 0 1 1

37 RNAp C2 0 1 1

38 RNAp C2 R2 1 1 1

39 RNAp C2 C2 0 2 1

40 RNAp RNAp 0 0 2
a) R2 stands for CI (λ repressor) dimer and C2 for Cro dimer, indices iðsÞ, jðsÞ and kðsÞ indicate the number of CI dimer, Cro dimer and RNApmolecules bound

to operators in the s configuration, have the value (0,1,2,3).
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number changes, PðsÞ is the probability in configuration s,
kCIðsÞ and kCroðsÞmean the transcript rate of CI and Cro in
configuration s,

X
s
kCIðsÞPðsÞ and

X
s
kCroðsÞPðsÞ mean

the production term of CI and Cro, τCI and τCro mean the
decay constant of CI and Cro, �CIðtÞ and �CroðtÞ are

Gaussian and white noise, h i denotes the average over
noise, Eqs. (6) and (7) define 2� 2 diffusion matrix DCI
and DCro.
The noise strength may contain contributions from the

production and decay rates, assuming each is dominated
by one single independent reaction. Such a noise may be
called the ‘intrinsic’ noise. Other noise sources, ‘extrin-
sic’ noises, also exist. We therefore obtained two coupled
stochastic differential equations as minimal quantitative
model for Phage lambda genetic switch.
For the quantitative and visualized description of the

robustness and stability of Phage lambda’s two stable
states and switch, adaptive landscape is an ideal tool [14].
The powerful adaptive landscape concept was first
proposed by several biologists independently a long
time ago [49,50]. Similar ones have been repeatedly and
independently proposed in biology since then in many
fields such as population genetics [50], developmental
biology [49,51], gene regulation and genetic switch
[16,52], protein folding [53]. However, this concept has
suffered certain conceptual and theoretical problems, such
as being used just as a metaphor, and has been nearly
forgotten by modern molecular biologists. Until recently,
it has been demonstrated that there exists a unique
decomposition such that from the stochastic differential
equation, we can obtain the adaptive landscape of the
system [54,55].
Recent progresses allow us to construct the adaptive

landscape based on the endogenous molecular-cellular

network of Phage lambda. The dynamic state of the
network is represented by a particle whose position is
given by instantaneous protein numbers. The potential
function maps a landscape in the protein number space.
For a genetic switch (Figure 2), there are two potential
minima corresponding to two epigenetic states. The area
around each of the minima forms the attractive basin. The
state of the network always tends to relax to one of the
minima. The phage sees two minima and one saddle point
in the potential landscape. Those two minima correspond
to the lytic and lysogenic states. Once the phage is at one
of the minima, the probability rate for it to move into
another minimum is related to the potential barrier height.
The analysis of robustness of Phage lambda genetic

switch demonstrates that its epigenetic states are stable
against the variations in parameters and robust against
major changes in terms of mutations. Then how does the
switching take place? From theoretical point of view,
there are two channels that the phage can be induced from
lysogenic growth to lytic growth. In reality phage seems
to use both of these strategies. For clarity, we begin by
discussing these two channels separately.
The first channel is through the deterministic terms. For

example, when damaging the DNA of host E. coli, protein
Rec would be active to cleave CI, which makes the Phage
switch from lysogenic state to lytic state more easily than
wild type. Mathematically, introducing CI monomer
cleavage is equivalent to substituting NCI with aNCI. a
is a factor representing cleavage strength. If a is small, say
0.1, meaning 90% CI monomers are cleaved, the
lysogenic state is still stable with a lifetime almost
unchanged. If a is smaller than 0.02, we find that
lysogenic state is no longer stable, i.e., no longer a
potential minimum (Figure 2B). The interpretation of
such a small a is that almost each of the CI monomer is

QB

Figure 2. Illustration of adaptive landscape of Phage lambda genetic switch. (A) The dynamic state of the network is
represented by a particle whose position is given by instantaneous protein numbers. The potential function maps a landscape in the
protein number space. For Phage lambda genetic switch, there are two potential minima corresponding to two epigenetic states. The

area around each of the minima forms the attractive basin. The state of the network always tends to relax to one of the minima. The
fluctuation may bring the network from one minimum to another. (B) Before switching the Phage grows in lysogenic state. The
potential barrier separating the lysogenic state and the lytic state is high. When recA is activated, this barrier is lowered. The lifetime

of lysogenic state reduces drastically and the Phage switches to lytic state. (C) When stochastic effect is included, the switching
happens when the lysogenic potential minimum become too shallow to confine fluctuation.
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cleaved. Apparently a uniform CI cleavage alone without
introducing extra noise to CI levels is not an efficient way
for the induction of the switch. Many other factors can
affect switch efficiency, such as mutation of CI or Cro or
operator (OR). These changes will affect the parameters in
SDE.
The second channel of induction is to change the noise

level of the SDE. For example, we increase the noise level
of CI protein number while keeping all the other
conditions intact. Mathematically it means to increase
�CIðtÞ and DCI, while keeping all the other terms
unchanged. As a result, the potential energy U is also
changed. Therefore for different noise level, the phage
moves in different potential landscape. Such a change of
the noise level has a drastic effect. It changes the minima
of the potential well of lysogen by making it shallower
(Figure 2C). As a good approximation, the barrier height
of the lysogenic potential well scales inversely with the
noise strength. Doubling the noise level reduces the
potential barrier by half. As a result, the increased noise
level drastically decreases the lifetime of lysogenic state.
The lifetime of the lytic state, on the other hand, remains
unchanged. The combination of these two changes in the
potential landscape brings the phage to lytic growth
efficiently.

Validation of endogenous molecular-cellular network in
Phage lambda

The quantitative model based on the endogenous
molecular-cellular hypothesis of Phage lambda genetic
switch got positive results by comparing with experiment,
thus it lays a solid foundation for our understanding of
this biological process.
The modeling results of Phage lambda genetic switch

validated the assumptions we proposed for biological
systems in section FORMING ENDOGENOUS
MOLECULAR-CELLULAR NETWORK HYPOTHESIS.
We have showed that Phage lambda can complete switch
from lysogeny to lysis autonomously, and the switch is
affected by nutrition, temperature, DNA damage. The
regulatory mechanisms of Phage lambda genetic switch

can be simplified and specified by interactions of two
important proteins, CI and Cro by repressing the
expression of each other the two proteins formed a closed
autonomous network, which implies Phage lambda’s two
stable states lysogency and lysis. Thus, we argue that
Phage lambda genetic switch has the properties of
modularization, deep hierarchy, and regulatory mechan-
isms can be simplified and specified by endogenous
molecular-cellular network.
We also obtained that lytic and lysogenic states are

inherited and intrinsic states shaped by evolution. Genetic
switch can be regarded as switch from one intrinsic state
to the other intrinsic state, and there are two channels that
Phage lambda can be induced from lysogenic growth to
lytic growth. One is through the topology changes of
endogenous molecular-cellular network, such as mutated
CI and Cro; the other is stochastic noise which can switch
the stable states of endogenous molecular-cellular net-
work from one to the other.
More importantly, such small core network permits us

make non-trivial predictions. It was predicted that there
would be a very large corporation energy needed to
explain the stability [16]. At almost the same time the
experiment revealed that the looping effect provides
exactly the same amount of ‘corporation’ energy [17].
Another major prediction is on existence of large extrinsic
noise. Later experiment completely validated such
prediction [56].
We have now compared the quantitative results

obtained from theoretical model with experiment
(Table 2), and we got positive conclusion about the
modeling. Further, we make predications based on this
quantitative model. Hence, the endogenous molecular-
cellular network hypothesis is validated in Phage lambda.
With such a concrete and quantitative example, we will
apply this hypothesis to human cancer in next section.

MOVING UP IN COMPLEXITY: HEPATOCELLULAR

CARCINOMA

The endogenous molecular-cellular network hypothesis
has been validated in Phage lambda genetic switch. Now,
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Table 2. Comparison between the calculation and the experiment data (adapted from Ref. [16])b).
Phage genotype Relative CI level in lysogen Relative Cro level in lysis Switching frequency to lytic

state recA– per minute

Switching frequency to lytic

state recA+ per minute

Theoretical (Experimental) Theoretical Theoretical (Experimental) Theoretical

λ+

λOR121

λOR323

lOR3#23#

100% (100%)

20% (25%–30%)

70% (60%–75%)

50% (50%–60%)

100%

100%

70%

130%

1�10–9

3�10–9

7�10–9

1�10–9

1�10–5

3�10–5

1�10–5

2�10–5

b) The relative CI level in lysogen and switching frequency to lytic state per minute (recA+) calculated from model were compared with experimental data. The

relative Cro level in lysis and switching frequency to lytic state per minute (recA–) are predications.
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we apply this hypothesis to Human cancer, we take
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) as an example. HCC is
the main primary liver tumor, accounting for 85%–90% of
primary liver cancers diagnosed [57]. The prevalence
varies greatly, Asia is a high prevalence area and more
than half of the world’s HCC cases occur in China
[58,59]. We take hepatocellular carcinoma as an example
using the endogenous molecular-cellular network hypoth-
esis to quantify and understand the genesis and progres-
sion of cancer.
The endogenous molecular-cellular network of HCC

hypothesizes that in order to maintain the normal
physiological function and developmental process of
liver, many fundamental functional modules are needed
and have been formed by evolution. These modules and
cross-talks between modules may be simplified and
specified by regulatory proteins. The interactions between
these proteins form a nonlinear, stochastic, and collective
dynamical network. We tentatively name it as the liver
endogenous molecular-cellular network. The endogenous
molecular-cellular network may generate many locally
stable states with obvious or non-obvious biological
function. Normal liver and HCC are assumed to be stable
states of the endogenous molecular-cellular network.
In the following, we will first briefly summary the

fundamental modules and its key regulator proteins in
liver, then present the work-flows to establish and
quantify endogenous molecular-cellular network of
HCC. At last we provide some straightforward insights
on human cancer and strategies for cancer prevention,
cure, and care based on our current hypothesis.

Functional modules

Firstly, we briefly discuss the fundamental and conserved
modules and molecular-cellular agents of each module.
The fundamental modules include the cell cycle, cell
death, inflammation, metabolism, angiogenesis, cell
adhesion, liver specific functions (Figure 3A).

Cell cycle

Cell cycle is fundamental to life, it can compensate
hepatocytes death. Adult liver is normally quiescent and
has a very low level of hepatocyte cell division [60].
However, most hepatocytes rapidly proliferate in
response to a reduction in liver mass caused by physical,
chemical, nutritional, vascular, virus-induced liver injury
or partial hepatectomy [61,62]. Earlier studies have
demonstrated that the regeneration afterwards involves
all hepatocytes in the liver to enter into cell proliferation
[62]. In molecular-cellular level, quiescence and prolif-
eration of hepatocyte is regulated by proteins including

cyclin D-CDK4/6, cyclin E-CDK2 [63], Rb, E2F [9], p21
[64], C/EBPα [63].

Cell death

Cell death can move damaged cell. Together with the cell
division this process ensues continuously and seamlessly
from birth to death homeostatic [65]. Cell death is an
indispensable and cardinal element to life. One important
mode of cell death is apoptosis. Apoptosis can be
triggered by extracellular or intracellular pathways,
extracellular pathway can be activated by death receptors
[66]. Intracellular (mitochondrial) pathway of apoptosis
can be activated by a myriad of cellular stressors, e.g.,
metabolic stress including oxidative stress, DNA damage
[67]. At molecular-cellular level, the regulators and
executor of apoptosis include Bcl-2 [68], tBid [69],
XIAP [70], Bax [71], Cytchrome c [72], Caspase 9,
Caspase 8, Caspase 3 [73].

Immune response

The immune system can protect the proper functions of
liver by detecting a wide variety of agents, such as virus.
Inflammation is one of the first responses of the immune
system to infection. Inflammation is a protective attempt
by the organism to remove the injurious stimuli and to
initiate the healing process. Without inflammation,
wounds and infections would never heal. However,
inflammation can also lead to a host of diseases, such as
cancer [74,75]. Regulators and cytokines related to
inflammation include NF-κB [76], TNFα [77], IL-1
[78], IL-6, stat3 [79], IL-10 [80].

Metabolism

To meet these needs of cell division, proliferation cells
acquire alterations to the metabolism of all four major
classes of macromolecules: carbohydrates, proteins, lipids
and nucleic acids. Most proliferation cancer cells rely on
aerobic glycolysis [81], a phenomenon termed ‘the
Warburg effect’. In fact, all proliferating cells are adapted
to facilitate the uptake and incorporation of nutrients into
the biomass needed to produce a new cell. Metabolic
regulation is considered as component of the cell growth
machinery [82]. The regulators of metabolism include
HIF [83], Myc, Akt [84].

Angiogenesis

Angiogenesis is the physiological process involving the
growth of new blood vessels from pre-existing vessels.
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Angiogenesis is a normal and vital process in growth and
development, as well as in wound healing and in
granulation tissue. However, it is also a fundamental
step in the transition of tumor from a dormant state to a
malignant one [85]. VEGF is one of the most important
regulators of angiogenesis [86].

Cell adhesion

Collective cell migration plays a key role in develop-
mental processes that range from gastrulation to organo-
genesis [87]. Wound healing and immune response also
require the orchestrated movement of cells in particular
directions of specific locations. Errors during this process
have serious consequences, including mental retardation,
vascular disease, tumor formation invasion and metas-
tasis. The regulators of Invasion and metastasis include
TGF-β, E-cadherin, Integrin [88].
These fundamental modules are almost conserved for

all organ, even for different organisms. And because of
evolution, the core biological modules for different
organs and organisms use essentially the same proteins
to carry out certain tasks.

Liver specific modules

Besides the conserved modules for all organs, liver has
specific modules to maintain its physiological function.
Experiments have revealed that the transcriptional control
is vital to maintain normal physiological hepatocyte
function, and liver environment is vital to liver to deal
with outside interference.
Liver specific modules include hepatocyte specific

transcriptional factors and specific liver microenviron-
ment. In order to maintain liver’s functions, such as
energy storage and metabolic processing, the unique gene
expression that defines the hepatocyte conforms to a set of
transcription factors. By over-expressing core factors,
fibroblasts can be induced to functional hepatocyte-
like cells [33]. Experiments have revealed three hepato-
cyte specific transcription factors, FOXA2, HNF4a, and
C/EBPa [89].
In liver microenvironment, many cytokines and factors

can affect liver regeneration, proliferation, survival,
immune response. These cytokines and factors include
bile acids [90].

Endogenous molecular-cellular network of HCC

After the physiological function and developmental
process of liver have been specified by modules and
molecular-cellular agents, the endogenous molecular-
cellular network arises from the interactions among the
molecular-cellular agents (Figure 3B). The activation and

inhibition of molecular-cellular agents are obtained from
biological experiments. For example, the inhibition of
Cyclin D-CDK4/6 and Cyclin E-CDK2 by p21 in
endogenous molecular-cellular network is based on the
fact that p21 inhibit the activity of Cyclin D-CDK4/6 and
Cyclin E-CDK2 by direct binding to these complexes
[64].

Quantification of endogenousmolecular-cellular network
of HCC

There are many mathematical frameworks for the
quantified biological network [91–93]. Here we adopt
one widely used in engineering [29]. The endogenous
molecular-cellular network can be quantified by a set of
stochastic differential equations. Each protein, for
instance protein one, can be quantified as

dx1ðtÞ
dt

=f1ðX Þ – x1ðtÞ
τ

þ �ðX ,tÞ: (9)

In this equation, x1ðtÞ means the content or activity of
protein one; f1ðX Þ means the production of protein one is
influenced by other agents according to endogenous
molecular-cellular network, X=ðx1,x2,x3,:::,xnÞmeans all
the agents in endogenous molecular-cellular network;
x1ðtÞ=τ means the natural protein degradation, τ is the
degradation rate; �ðX ,tÞ means the noise in biological
systems.
Coarse quantitative modeling, that means x1ðtÞ is not

the absolute content or activity of protein one, but their
relative content or activity, allows us to simplify our
equations, but we can only decide relative change of each
protein, up-regulation, down-regulation or unchanged
regulation. We assume the stochastic noise can be
temporarily ignored. Eq. (9) can be simplified as

dx1ðtÞ
dt

=f1ðX Þ –
x1ðtÞ
τ

: (10)

The production of protein one f ðX Þ is determined by
specific endogenous molecular-cellular network. The
activating or up-regulating may be quantified as

f1ðX Þ=
axn2

1þ axn2
: (11)

The inhibiting or down-regulating as

f1ðX Þ=
1

1þ axn2
: (12)

If there are multiple inputs to affect the output content
or activity of protein one, for example if x2 and x3 will
activate or up-regulate x1 when either x2 or x3 is activated,
and x4 and x5 will inhibit or down-regulate x1 when either
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Figure 3. Minimum set of modules of HCC and typical situations of the adaptive landscape. (A) The minimum modules
include cell proliferation, cell death, inflammation, metabolism, cell adhesion, angiogenesis, liver specific functions, in molecular-
cellular level, these modules and cross-talks between modules may be simplified and specified by regulatory proteins, modules
cross talk to each other to form the endogenous molecular-cellular network. (B) Endogenous molecular-cellular network of HCC

(incomplete). (C) Three typical situations of the functional landscape, the vertical scale illustrates the relative stability of robust
states, healthy, tumor and others, in the multiple dimensional state space. (a) The healthy state is a globally stable under normal
conditions; (b) due to genetic and epidemiologic influence on the endogenous network, tumor or cancer states may become more

stable than healthy state. Such metastable healthy state may still have a long life time for the whole organism being viable; (c) a very
‘damaged’ endogenous network may not be able to produce a locally stable healthy state.
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x2 or x3 is activated, and protein one is dominated by
inhibition, then the specific is

f1ðX Þ=
aðxn2 þ xn3Þ

1þ aðxn2 þ xn3Þ
� 1

1þ aðxn4 þ xn5Þ
: (13)

The nonlinear dynamical interactions among the
endogenous agents can generate many other locally stable
states with obvious or non-obvious biological functions.
Normal liver and HCC are assumed to be stable states of
the endogenous molecular-cellular network. HCC genesis
and progression is hypothesized as that transition from
normal liver state to HCC state in endogenous molecular-
cellular network, similar to the genetic switch of Phage
lambda. Based on our endogenous molecular-cellular
network and its quantification by SDE, we can construct
adaptive landscape of liver (Figure 3C). We show it as the
following: For a healthy liver, its adaptive landscape is
Figure 3C(a): The health state is its global stable state, it is
hard for normal cell to pass through the barrier to tumor
state; however, if some oncogenes mutation, or hepatitis
occurs, adaptive landscape will become Figure 3C(b):
The tumor state is the global stable state, and for normal
cell it is still needed to overcome a barrier to become
tumor cell, however, the barrier is lower than the health
state; the worst is Figure 3C(c): The healthy state becomes
totally unstable, there is no barrier for normal tissue to
become tumor.

Implications of endogenous molecular-cellular

network of HCC

The endogenous molecular-cellular network hypothesis
suggested that the regulatory machinery of cancer genesis
and progression may be quantitatively modeled by a
nonlinear stochastic dynamical system. Based on the
quantitative modeling additional insights of cancer
genesis and progression can be suggested.
Two remarks are in order before proceeding. First, one

may wonder that from genetic switch of bi-stable states to
endogenous network of multiple stable states it is a bit too
quick in moving up in complexity. Technically such
concern is reasonable and on the other hand it is not as
serious as it would appear. A major support for our
approach is that the modules and pathways have been
mathematically modeled in similar fashion as ours [51].
The landscape and related ideas indeed work in such
intermediate level of network. More importantly, math-
ematically in order to transit among multiple states, an
autonomous and closed network is needed. This would
force the modeling to directly face the network level. It is
what we have reasoned and carried out. Second, one may
also wonder where are the roles of high throughput data
so common in systems biology study in our above
elaboration [94,95]. Due to embedded large measurement

errors currently the high throughput data sets are not ideal
for constructing precise endogenous core networks.
Nevertheless, we point out that there are at least two
good roles such high throughput data sets may play: at the
beginning of network construction they can be used to
roughly define the endogenous network and at the end of
prediction validation they can be used to test the
predictions from such mathematical modeling.
Now we come to the implications. The first possible

implication of endogenous molecular-cellular network
hypothesis is that cancer is an intrinsic stable state shaped
by evolution. The genesis and progression of cancer is the
transition from one intrinsic state to another, and
eventually to an intrinsic cancer state. The transition is
affected by genetic alterations, carcinogen, random events
in cell signaling or gene expression, et al. The
straightforward predication of cancer being an intrinsic
stable state is that there is nonzero probability that cancer
be formed without genetic defect. Hence, within this
framework a possible dynamical trajectory for cancer is
suggested. In the same vein of reasoning, there is a
nonzero probability of cancer regression without any
major interventions. This predication is testable and
directly contrasts to the hypothesis that cancer is a genetic
disease.
A second implication is that the progression of cancer is

not arbitrary. In adaptive landscape there are one or more
saddle points between normal state and cancer state. This
inference is certainly consistent with known seed and soil
summary of cancer. From theoretical point of view,
transition from normal to cancer needs to pass through
critical saddle points. The quantitative modeling of cancer
genesis and progression suggests that the quantitative
standard for early state cancer detection is possible. Also,
quantitative modeling of cancer provides us new tools to
find ideal drug targets.
Having discussed the main features of the endogenous

network theory for cancer, we come to the very first
problem which a quantitative framework for cancer
genesis and progression need to solve: effects of both
genetic and environmental factors. Here we point out how
to start to handle such problem. On the genetic level, the
removing and adding functional genes via mutations can
be simply represented by decreasing and increasing
numbers of molecular and cellular agents in the network,
hence the dynamical variables. On the mathematical level
such manipulation can be handled by standard procedures
which pose no additional conceptual issues. As for the
environmental factors, including possibly micro RNA’s,
heat shock proteins, a main effect is to modify the
regulation strengths, leaving the backbone of the network
intact. Such effects can be readily represented by
changing parameters in the mathematical equations, Eq.
(9). This has been quantitatively demonstrated in case of
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Phage lambda. We should point out that both genetic and
environmental effects can change the relative stability of
states, as well as their absolute stability. Such possibility
opens new ways for both genetic and chemical inter-
ference hence to new scenarios to understand and treat
cancer.

RAMIFYING THE ENDOGENOUS NETWORK

THEORY

Evolution and adaptive landscape

The endogenous molecular-cellular network of Phage
lambda and HCC would be conserved, because they both
have been shaped by millions, or even billions, years of
evolution. Human cancer network may borrow evolu-
tionary stable elements from processes of wound healing,
development and stress response. Such network may have
a relative few classes of stable states, which may have at
least two types of biological interpretations: the strategies
of an organism to respond to various challenges and the
number of cell types to make up an organism. It is known
that cancer genesis is rare and is hard to eliminate. Cancer
would be an intrinsic stable state of the endogenous
molecular-cellular network dynamics. Mathematically,
the structure of the endogenous molecular-cellular net-
work model is similar to the Morse-Smale dynamical
system [96] perturbed by noise: It is structurally stable
with a finite number of attractors and the transitions
between attractors are possible in the presence of noise. A
suitable quantity to describe such process is the potential
function, as the quantification of the adaptive landscape.
Recent progress on stochastic dynamical systems allow us
to construct the adaptive landscape based on the
endogenous molecular-cellular network [14,54,55].
Such important biological applications may well move
the study of Morse-Smale system into stochastic domain.
Within the endogenous network theory formulation, it

has been reasoned that the development processes have
been automatically included [97]. Some important
phenomena difficult to be explained within genetic centric
theories, such as orders of magnitude change in
phenotype rates caused by simple mutations, may be
readily and quantitatively explained [98]. In order to
incorporate environmental effects into the endogenous
network theory it is necessary to consider the dynamics of
global metabolic networks. Related studies have been
carried out in similar quantitative manner [99–101] to
acknowledge such need. As has been reasoned, biological
processes are highly hierarchical. In addition to the need
of metabolic network, higher levels, such as hormones,
also play an important role. As our understanding goes
further, the endogenous network will be expanded further,
too.

Theories and hypotheses similar to the endogenous
network hypothesis have been also proposed by others.
The cracks in cancer genetic mutation theory was noticed
and a similar theory predicting the intrinsic inevitability of
cancer was proposed [102]. They have also been pushing
along a similar qualification road [103]. In a different
study it was proposed that ionizing radiation can give rise
to similar effects through two distinct and independent
routes, genetic, and epigenetic and that phenotype is
represented by a stable attractor [104]. From the
biological perspective all those theories share the same
set of considerations. One major difference may be in
quantitative formulations: To the best knowledge of
present authors a complete and consistent framework has
been developed for the endogenous network theory. In
addition, along our quantitative development the out-
standing controversy on the adaptive landscape in
evolutionary biology has been resolved [42].
More specific and related theories have also been

proposed. It was proposed that cancer is an atavistic
condition that occurs when genetic or epigenetic
malfunction unlocks an ancient ‘toolkit’ of pre-existing
adaptations [105,106]. Such theory is clearly consistent
with the evolutionary dynamics structure embedded in the
present endogenous network theory. During last few
decades there has been a consistent effort to reveal the
regulatory mechanism of developmental process in sea
urchin [37]. Such study is another important support to
the construction of endogenous network.
It should be pointed out that after many years of

theoretical and experimental studies, key concepts of
endogenous network theory, such as landscape and states,
start to get into mainstream biological and medical
research [41,107,108], even in the light of genomic
centric theories [109].

Comparison with other proposed frameworks to
understand cancer

It is one of the biggest challenges for contemporary
biology to understand and to manipulate the complex
regulatory machinery underlying biological systems
quantitatively, such as cancer. Many other high through-
put based frameworks also have been proposed to meet
this challenge, such as genomic sequencing [7], tran-
scriptomics, ENCODE project, et al. [110]. Those
frameworks play an important role in accelerating our
understanding of biological systems. Nevertheless, those
frameworks may have inherent defects in revealing the
regulatory machinery of biological systems, though they
may certainly bring out important insights. For genomic
sequencing, though important, it is clear that one cannot
construct the regulatory machinery of biological systems
only from genome data, because of the many gaps
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between genotype and phenotype [109]. The quantitative
analysis of transcriptomics is based too much on statistics,
less on biological mechanics. It is likely not the
appropriate mathematical approach to describe dynamical
regulatory machinery. The ENCODE project examines
the principles of the human transcriptional regulatory
network high throughput data. They reveal the hierarch-
ical property, feedback loops, evolution. However, it
appears that the regulatory derived from ENCODE data
cannot reveal the regulatory machinery quantitatively
because they are generally descriptive topology networks.
As a comparison, it seems that the endogenous molecular-
cellular network hypothesis is a more ideal framework
than those high throughput based frameworks in
quantitatively revealing the regulatory machinery of
biological systems.

Beyond Phage lambda and human cancer

The endogenous molecular-cellular network hypothesis
certainly captures some essential aspects of complex
biological processes. It can be used beyond Phage lambda
and human cancer. The three important aspects of the
endogenous molecular-cellular network hypothesis, mod-
ularization, deep hierarchy and autonomous regulation,
are clearly not specifically designed for Phage lambda and
human cancer. In fact, those properties suit various
hierarchical levels, from proteins to cells, organs,
individuals and populations. The endogenous network
and adaptive landscape concept has been widely used in
various fields, such as stem cell [111], population genetics
[50], protein fold [53]. It appears to be applicable to single
cell organisms, too. It is very likely the endogenous
network is behind the working of all living organisms on
Earth.

PERSPECTIVE

We have discussed the basic biological considerations and
the key mathematical features behind the cancer endo-
genous network theory. It is an effort to understand cancer
genesis and progression in detail. The hypothesized
theory’s capturing of the underlying autonomous regula-
tory machinery is reviewed against two biological
systems. By using one of the simplest and most important
organisms, the Phage lambda, we have validated
hierarchical nature for the endogenous molecular-cellular
network of Phage lambda genetic switch. The core
network can quantitatively describe the general regulatory
machinery for Phage lambda’s two important modes.
Those validated insights may be used in the more
complex systems.
One of the most important applications of this

hypothesis is to understand the regulatory machinery

underlying cancer genesis and progression. Work-flow to
construct the endogenous molecular-cellular network of
HCC and quantitative analysis of the network were
provided. Endogenous molecular-cellular network
hypothesis suggests that cancer is an intrinsic state
shaped by evolution. The genesis and progression of
cancer is the transition from intrinsic normal state to
intrinsic cancer state and the progression of cancer is not
arbitrary. Transition from normal to cancer needs to pass
through the critical saddle points, which may provide us
quantitative standard for early state cancer detection. With
its capacity to take both genetic and environmental effect
into consideration the endogenous network theory may
provide a best candidate, both qualitatively and quantita-
tively, to understand cancer genesis and progression.
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